
Smart Slim Panel Downlight 

FULL COLOR
With 1600 colors, customize variable light modes.

FUNCTION SETTING
Easily arrange your plans and times.

FLUSH MOUNTING
Slim and regressed options available, both with 
beautiful aesthetics



Convert your old recessed downlights to advanced LED energy-saving technology with the smart 
downlight from TOPSTAR. This innovative recessed downlight comes with a tethered J-Box and built-in 
trim for hardwire installation directly into finished ceilings without recessed cans.  Use your favorite smart 
device to easily turn lights on/off, dim, set groups and schedules from anywhere. Choose energizing 
daylight or wind down with relaxing soft white light. Get creative with color, it’s all up to you. Control 
lighting with simple voice commands or an intuitive mobile app. Setup is simple: the downlights come with 
quick-connect wiring and a medium base adapter. Install and connect directly to your 2.4GHz home Wi-Fi 
in minutes. Enhance high-CRI LED light makes colors vibrant and skin tones look more natural, all while 
saving energy and lasting for years. It has never been easier to customize your home’s lighting to suit your 
lifestyle.

Smart Slim Panel Downlight 

Application:

The product is suitable for residential home, living room and so on.

Application place:

1.Function optional: DIM, TW, RGBCW.
2.Support Matter over Wi-Fi or Matter over Thread protocol.
3.With the ability to support a stunning array of 1600 colors and an adjustable color temperature ranging 
from 2700K to 6500K.
4.Enhance high-CRI LED light makes colors vibrant.
5.Turn on/off, adjust lighting, set groups and schedules with your smartphone.
6.Compatible with Google Home and Amazon Alexa voice assistants.
7.Converts conventional recessed lighting to energy saving smart LED technology

Feature & Benefits:



Smart Slim Panel Downlight 

Technical Date:

Lamp Type

Rated Voltage

Rated Power

TSZ10DL--LD0** TSZ13DL--LD0**

4Inch Downlight 6Inch Downlight

120V 120V

10W 13W

Power Factor

Declared Luminous Flux

Average Ra

Beam Angle

Average Life

0.7 0.7

2700~6500K & RGB 2700~6500K & RGB

90 90

110° 110°

25000H 25000H

-20°C(-4°F)~40°C(+104°F) -20°C(-4°F)~40°C(+104°F)

Metal + Plastic Metal + Plastic

App Control App Control

4.92Inch(125mm) 6.89Inch(175mm)

0.71Inch(18mm) 0.71Inch(18mm)

700lm 1000lm

Color Temperature

Working Temperature

Material

Dimmable

Height

Diameter

E26

Damp Location

ETL、FCC、CEC-T20

E26

Damp Location

ETL、FCC、CEC-T20

Base

Environment

Certificate




